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Introduction
Markets rise and fall. And ‘Timing the Markets’ is one of the most difficult tasks to
accomplish. Even for the ‘seasoned professional’. For a beginner or even an investor
with some knowledge, it is nearly impossible to time the markets consistently and
successfully.
So what you need is an investment strategy that doesn’t need you to have the skills in
timing the markets. May I introduce you to the Covered Call strategy!
Since the late 1960’s/early 1970’s, when the Options market established its presence as
a regulated and popular market for trading and investing, the Covered Call strategy,
which is also referred to as the Buy Write strategy (buy stock and write or sell calls), has
become a key component to many private investors’ portfolio management.
Balancing the potential risk that share prices might fall against creating a steady income,
is traditionally resigned to low return strategies such as Cash, Bonds and other Fixed
Return medians. But using the Covered Call strategy is an alternative which allows the
investor to maintain exposure in medians that have a greater rate of return than low
risk Bonds or Cash.
Over the last decade, the Covered Call approach to investing has built a massive
following, being touted as a “Cash flow” strategy that can outperform the markets. To
some extent, this is true. But like all strategies, they have strengths and weaknesses.
Through this eBook I will highlight the variations in approach to the Covered Call
strategy, and I want to show you how you can avoid some of the pitfalls that investors
get themselves into with this approach.
Having spent more than 20 years running an investment fund and private portfolios
with the Covered Call, I’ve built up a wealth of practical experience. Let me share with
you the defining factors that will make you a successful Covered Call Writer!
Yours in Trading

Matthew S Brown
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Basics of the Covered Call Strategy
A recap for beginners
“Taking control of your finances is a bold step. If investing in the markets were that
easy, everybody would be doing it for themselves!”
The concept of buying shares, holding until they have risen in value, and then
selling for a profit, is actually very simple. What makes investing difficult is the
emotional rollercoaster ride that comes with uncertainty of what the stock price
will do. Fear and greed drive many investors to make the wrong decision at the
wrong time.
Having a sound investment/trading strategy is one of the best methods in
eliminating this uncertainty. As an investor, you can choose any variety of
strategies to participate in the stock market.
As I mentioned in the introduction, the Covered Call strategy has been used for
many decades, but it hasn’t been a common strategy amongst private investors.
The reason why is due to;
•
•

•

Investors fear in Options – they don’t understand them, and think they’re
risky
You need to dedicate a little more time to managing the Covered Call.
Although how active you are depends on your goals. In its’ simplest form,
you only need to spend the same amount of time as you do managing any
investment portfolio
The gain in the underlying stock/position is capped by the strategy. This
is purely a management/knowledge factor. With the right approach, you
can continue to experience capital gains in the underlying stock AND
benefit from selling calls.

Through this eBook, I’ll highlight the advantages and disadvantages, and the
various approaches you can implement with the Covered Call strategy.
To begin with, let’s take a look at why the Covered Call strategy is used (over any
other various investment approaches).
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Strategy Purpose
The purpose of the Covered Call strategy is not to capture large gains in the
underlying stock. The expectation is for the underlying to remain neutral or
mildly bullish. That is, to remain sideways or slightly up.
What this means is that your highly volatile stocks, those that make phenomenal
gains in short periods of time, are not the types of stocks we are looking to
implement this strategy with.
Options can be written against a wide range of stocks. Not every listed stock has
options available. But Blue Chip, or high net value, company’s typically have
sufficient option volume activity.
A fast-rising underlying price provides no benefit to the Covered Call. In fact,
some investors consider this to be a “lost opportunity cost”. That is, it would
have been far more profitable to merely hold the stock then to participate in the
Covered Call strategy.
This is, of course, true!
However, the key benefit of entering the Covered Call strategy is that it Reduces
your position Risk and provides a smoother rate of return over time.
When the Covered Call strategy is compared against leading indices such as the
SP500 index, during periods of large corrections, this strategy will outperform a
typical investment portfolio.
How?
When you sell a call option against a stock position (the Covered Call), you
reduce your average purchase price of the stock. The more you ‘Sell Calls’, the
lower your average cost price becomes.

In the following
chart, here we
have a stock price
that is long-term
sideways or
slightly up.
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Strategy goals
Every trader or investor has one goal in mind: to make money!
There are many ways in how you make money, however, making money is the
“End Result”, not the strategy.
Your goals and objectives define “How” you are going to make money. For the
Covered Call strategy, there are various approaches and methods to be
successful. But to start with, you need to define How you are going to manage the
strategy.
So let’s begin by defining what your goals could be for the Covered Call strategy.
1) Produce a regular premium return (or income)
2) Reduce Risk of your underlying position/s
3) Enhance or improve your portfolio performance.
Regular Premium Returns
Just like Dividends, the Covered Call strategy is a method where you can produce
regular premium returns. Your goal is to sell calls against stock consistently,
striving to achieve a regular result.
With this approach, it is highly anticipated that you will turn your stock over.
That is, sell shares and either buy back into the same company to continue with
the strategy, or look for another company to enter the Covered Call with.
Some key characteristics of this management style:
•
•
•
•

Call options can be sold weekly, monthly or any timeframe to suit
You can do this on stock positions you are happy to sell, or against longerterm positions you want to hold
There is the risk of being “Called Away” or Assigned. Which means you
would sell your shares. If you don’t want to sell your shares, then there
are courses of action you can take with the strategy.
With this approach, the investor is ‘premium hungry’, and is looking for
the best rate of premium return whilst the underlying stock maintains
value.
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Reduce Risk Approach
The premium produced by the strategy lowers your position average cost, or
breakeven level. The more you can produce premium against your stock
position, the lower your breakeven/average cost will become.
This means that if the underlying stock price starts declining, you are at an
advantage over the share investor who has simply bought shares and is holding
them.
An additional benefit to the strategy is that, with consistent management
principles, you can repeat this process on a regular basis. Some investors
implement a month-to-month or a weekly approach to managing the strategy.
Some of the key characteristics of this approach are:
•
•
•

Typically, longer-term stock positions are used
Willing to ride through declining stock prices/poor performance periods
A lower rate of return from selling calls provides a lower risk of being
Assigned/Exercised

Improving Portfolio Performance
Selling call options around your stock position provides an improved rate of
return for longer-term portfolios.
Understanding that stock prices will rise and fall over time, allows the longerterm investor to strategically implement sold calls against stocks in their
portfolio.
By lowering your average cost and creating a regular premium return, one of the
main benefits is that you reduce the volatility of your investment portfolio.
Rather than experiencing large gains and falls in individual stock positions,
managing a portfolio of Covered Call positions will smooth out the volatility that
the broader market will otherwise experience.
But there’s got to be a catch?
While I’ve already mentioned the fact that a fast-rising stock price has no benefit
to the Covered Call, you must remember that you are still holding a ‘stock’
position.
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Stock prices are still susceptible to declining markets. If your underlying stock
falls heavily, then it may still fall below your breakeven level. Although you have
lowered your average cost/breakeven, you may still hold a position that is in a
loss (whether on paper; because it hasn’t been sold. Or realized; after closing out
the position).
But compared to the stock investor, if they had purchased stock at the same time
that you had entered the Covered Call, their ‘average cost’ of the position will be
much higher. So, for a declining stock, the Covered Call provides great downside
protection.

Components of the Covered Call
The Covered Call strategy is a little more involved than simply buying and selling
stocks. While this is a component of the strategy, there is the additional layer of
Selling Call options – a concept that can be a little hard to grasp initially. But bear
with the approach, because once you’ve grasped this concept, you open up a
whole new world for making money from the stock market.
There are 2 actions required to hold a Covered Call/Buy Write position.
•
First, we either own stock or must purchase stock (referred to as the
Underlying position).
•
Secondly, we Sell (or write) an option against that stock position.
Most investors are familiar with the concept of owning stock, so we will not
discuss this much here. However, selling (or writing) options is a concept that
not many readers might be familiar with. Let’s discuss the concept of Selling
Options.
Selling Options
An Option contract is an agreement between 2 parties.
For every option transaction, there is a Buyer (known as the Taker), and a Seller
(known as the Writer). You can be either, and with different positions, you could
be both. Whether you buy or sell an option, depends purely on what strategy you
are implementing, and what outcome you are willing to accept.
Takers will buy call options because they expect the underlying share price to
rise. The option has a lower face value than the stock, offering a Leveraged rate
of return if the share price rises.
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Writers sell call options for one of three reasons:
1. to reduce risk ,
2. to earn additional income,
3. to protect/hedge another position.
The function of selling an option is where an investor creates a contract (in the
market) and offers it for someone to buy. In this case, the contract is a Call
option.
Contracts are standardized, so the writer cannot choose the terms. The Option
Clearing Corporation (OCC) is responsible for issuing and standardizing all US
exchange traded options.
The definition of a Call contract is:
•
•
•
•

The right to buy shares, at a set price, on or before a set date.
The Buyer (Taker) has the right to this contract (and therefore the right
to purchase shares), whereas
The Writer (Seller) is obliged/committed to the contract (must sell shares
to the Taker if Exercised)
For the right of this contract, the Buyer (Taker) pays the Writer (Seller) a
premium.

Example
Investor A wants to buy MSFT shares. Investor B owns MSFT shares. Currently,
the price of MSFT is trading at $35.00 per share.
Investor A likes the price of $35, but does not have the money to purchase the
shares right now. Investor A will have the money to purchase 100 shares in 3
months time, and so decides to purchase a MSFT 3-month $35.00 Call option
which is trading at $0.70 per share.
Investor B owns MSFT shares and had purchased them at $25. Investor B is
unsure if MSFT will continue to rise over the next 3-months, and decides to write
(sell) the MSFT 3-month $35.00 Call Option to offer limited protection.
The option contract is sold to Investor A for $0.70 per share ($70 per option
contract).
Investor A, who has paid (taken/bought) for the option contract, has the right,
but not the obligation, to purchase the shares if he wishes to exercise the
contract. Investor B must fulfil that contract if Exercised, selling 100 shares at
$35.
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Investor A: has bought a contract to Buy 100 MSFT shares at $35 within 3months.
Investor B: must sell 100 MSFT shares at $35, if the call option is Exercised, but
has received $0.70 per share.
So, what happens?
At the expiration of the option contract, MSFT will either be greater than $35, or
less than $35.
If MSFT is greater than $35, the Call option will be Exercised. That means
Investor B is obligated to Sell shares to Investor A at $35. The premium of $0.70
per share ($70 per option contract), is kept by Investor A.
In summary:
• Investor A buys MSFT shares at $35 and had paid $0.70 per share for the
call option. Their cost (average price) per share is $35.70. As long as
MSFT is greater than $35.70, Investor A will be in a profit.
• Investor B originally bought MSFT at $25. They sold a call option for $0.70
per share. Their average cost/price is $24.30 ($25 minus $0.70). They
were Assigned/Exercised and sold their shares at $35 for a profit of
$10.70.
If MSFT is less than $35, the Call option will Expire worthless.
In summary:
• That means Investor B keeps their shares, keeps the premium already
paid for the Call option, and can choose to hold their shares, sell their
shares, or sell more calls against their shares.
• Investor A walks away with no shares and a loss of $0.70 per share.

For share owners, you can write a Call option, receive Premium (income) for the
contract, and establish a sell price for the future. This lowers your average
purchase price (due to the premium received) but locks you into a maximum sell
price (in this example $35).
Writing options carries risk. The Call option contract could be Exercised and you
would need to offer up shares. If you did not own shares, you would have to
purchase them at market price (this is known as Naked or Uncovered Writing
and is high Risk), which could result in a greater loss than the premium received.
There is a time and place for writing Uncovered options. But this should only be
implemented by experienced traders.
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Various strategy approaches to the Covered Call
For the traditional investor, there are many different ways in which you might
manage your portfolio. We refer to this as Portfolio Management approaches.
Portfolio Management is the ‘art and science’ of selecting and overseeing a group
of investments that meet the long-term financial objectives and risk tolerance for
your portfolio. You can be Active (an attempt to outperform a specific index), or
Passive (look to achieve the same result as an index).
Traditionally, the two key approaches to investing are:
1) Value investing (stocks that are undervalued)
2) Growth investing (strong earnings growth)
The Covered Call strategy can be implemented to adopt both approaches.
Defining how you will manage the Covered Call strategy, what your goals are and
your expectations of results, will go a long way in being successful with the
approach.
I have identified different variations for managing the Covered Call strategy.
Because we are using both stocks and options, there are many ways we can
execute and implement. Not always with the same goal in mind.
These are:
•

Traditional Covered Call Writer
o Irrespective of capital gain, your goal is to consistently sell calls
against a group of stocks, with the aim to achieve a targeted return.
o You may hold the same stock for 1 to 6-months, however, you will
typical rotate underlying positions due to Volatility, earnings
season, and company fundamentals/technical analysis.
o Timeframes for position might be weekly, 1 to 2-months (30 to 60
Days till Expiry), or even quarterly.
o Type of stocks selected are Growth stocks as they provide a higher
premium yield due to volatility, and on the shorter-term (based on
trend selection) are more probable to maintain a sideways or
upwards directional movement.
o Turnover of positions can be regular as you hunt for yield v risk.
o Expected rate of return for this type of trade can be (on average)
2.0 to 2.5% after fees, per trade per monthly (from my
experience).
o Win to Loss ratio should be targeted to 80%.
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•

Fixed Covered Call Writer:
o The goal here is to select specific stock positions that you will work
the Covered Call around for an extended period of time. That is,
holding the underlying position for more than 6-months.
o Typically Value stock selection methods are used to develop a
portfolio of stocks that represent a benchmark you plan to follow.
Such as DOW Jones index
o Options are sold consistently, and at specific parameters. Eg; 30 to
45 days to expiry; At The Money/first strike Out of The Money.
o If Assigned, re-enter the position next cycle.
o Expected rate of return averages out to 1.0 to 2.0% after fees, per
trade monthly.
o Win to Loss ratio will depend on broader market conditions and
your position selection.

•

Dynamic Growth Writer:
o This approach is for the more experienced Covered Call writer.
o The goal is to sell calls against growth stock positions to produce
an additional return on top of capital gains. Searching for growth
stocks (fundamental technique), you position your portfolio with
the expectation for capital growth in underlying stocks.
o Selling calls will be in overbought stock conditions, or at
predefined targets (based on technical analysis).
o Positions can be held from a few months to greater than a year and
some adjustments may be required.
o Implementing Sold Put options as a stock accumulation strategy
helps accentuate this approach.
o Once stock is accumulated, aggressively selling calls for premium
return with a high expectation of being exercised.
o When Assigned and stock are sold, selling Put options again to
accumulate stock.
o This strategy has recently been referred to as the Wheel Strategy –
selling calls and puts around stock positions.
o Expected rates of returns are 2.5% to 3.5% per month

•

ETF Covered Call Investor:
o Here you become an investor rather than actively trading the
strategy.
o There are numerous Exchange Traded Funds (ETF’s) that are
based on the Covered Call (Buy Write) strategy, with variations in
their methodology.
o Instead of doing all the legwork yourself in analyzing, searching,
executing, and managing a portfolio of Covered Calls, you could
simply purchase an ETF that solely implements this strategy.
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o Your goals are the same; reduced volatility in the markets (which
relates to reduce rate of return), and reduced risk of market
exposure.
o Typically this will result in lower premium returns (lower
volatility). But it offers a consistent rate of return as a ‘cash flow’
approach. The big benefit, that you are not doing the
managing/execution of positions. The fund manager is.
o Expected rate of return is 1.8% (1) in monthly premiums, not
including capital gains.
You can adopt an approach, or the philosophy behind an approach, and develop
it to suit your own needs. However, as previously mentioned, beginners are
better suited to implementing the Traditional approach and learning how the
strategy is affected by varying market conditions, before introducing any of the
other variations. Simply put, you should learn to walk before you fly!

Make a Plan
“A goal without a Plan is just a Wish”
Merely approaching the markets with an idea is foolhardy. And as they say, “A
fool and his money are soon parted”. Hence you want to approach the markets
with a plan.
Think of it this way; the most experienced professionals in the industry
managing billions of dollars have plans. They must report to boards, company
shareholders, compliance managers etc. And that means they have plans.
What makes you think that you can outperform an industry professional if you
don’t have a plan?
You may already have a plan, and some of what I have discussed might provide
some alternatives in how you are managing that plan. If you don’t have a plan,
then it will help form the base for what you will develop into your plan.
Planning is more than just the trading aspect. That is, the entry, exit and portfolio
management. Other factors you need to consider planning around are:
-

What market do you intend to trade? US stocks/options; your local
market; alternatives?
How frequently you trade
When will you conduct your analysis and trading activity (time of day can
be very important)? Can you use trading platforms that allow you to have
orders executed for you (based on certain parameters?
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-

How will you manage your portfolio if you are on vacation or away from
the markets for any period?
Where are your cutoff points for portfolio losses?
How will you pay yourself profitably? Monthly, quarterly?
If you are a beginner, what is your plan for education and learning?
As your capital base grows, how will adjust position sizing, gains, and
losses?
Will you implement other strategies, and how will you manage those?
When will it be time for you to transition to a more advanced approach to
the Covered Call?

As you can see, there are many things to consider. It is better to have a plan that
you update or change, than to have no plan at all and not know what you are
going to do when new situations arise.
You may look to implement the strategy in a generic format to begin with,
especially if you are a beginner to the strategy. Until you have gained sufficient
experience to then implement variations to improve potential returns or reduce
risk.
There are 6 points of variation that you can consider when developing or
establishing your approach to the Covered Call:
1) Selection process of Underlying. What analytical technique/approach will
you use? Stocks, ETF’s, Indices? What are your parameters for selection
fundamentally and technically?
2) Timeframe for position. Month to month, weekly, or is your intention to
hold stock for a longer period?
3) Option Analysis. Vega (Volatility) and Delta are the two critical
components for evaluating the option in a Covered Call.
4) Management on Expiry. Do you adjust the position or allow to be
Exercised? When do you Roll or adjust, and what is your course of action?
5) Top-down approach to management. Will you continue to use the strategy
during times when the markets (or stock) are trending down?
6) What is your performance benchmark? Investors use leading indices as
their benchmark for performance: DOW Jones Index; S&P500; ASX200.
For this strategy, and the approach you adopt, will you use a Covered Call
(Buy Write) index, leading market index, or something else, as your
benchmark for performance?
While you might start with an “out of the box” strategy approach, you should in
time develop your plan for the Covered Call to suit your needs. Personalizing the
strategy to suit your goals, your level of risk, and the amount of capital and time
you have to dedicate, gives you ownership.
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Execute and Evaluate
Investing directly in the markets and managing your money can all come undone
if you don’t execute your trades well, and periodically evaluate performance.
I’ve already mentioned it, but mindset is a powerful ally and enemy when it
comes to personally managing money.
At the end of the day, we are all receiving the same information. There are those
who have access to more experienced interpretation of the data (think paid for
professional services), and those who react well to changes in information. But
that all comes with practice and experience.
For the beginner, you need to build your experience. Make a plan to conduct X
number of trades, or to spend a decent amount of time managing the strategy
before evaluating results.
Doing 5 trades in 1-month and expecting that to be the benchmark from where
you operate is unrealistic. No matter how good or bad those results might be.
Failure is inevitable. What I mean by this is that there has never been a trader or
investor who hasn’t lost money in the markets at some time. You will make a
loss. How you manage losses is the key to success.
The Covered Call strategy is all about consistency. If you have a few losses that
are more than your estimated risk management, then this will make it that much
harder to recover from. And in some cases, irreversible.
You need to learn how to execute the strategy according to plan.
Professional sports people, the military, money managers. They all practice,
practice, practice their execution. This is why you would never see a university
graduate stepping straight into the head role of Fund Manager. They must earn
their stripes, learn the ropes, and develop their skills. So, when it comes time to
execute, it is second nature.
At the end of the day, your role is to manage your money. You have chosen to
take control of your money and manage it in the markets. It’s not a hard thing to
do, but you don’t want to be blasé with your hard-earned money.
So, your focus is to execute your plan perfectly. You don’t want to be worrying
about the strategy, how big your position sizes should be, what the markets
might do. All of that is defined in your plan before you start to execute. Your job
is to execute that plan perfectly every time.
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If you are executing your plan to the letter, then improving your results comes
with evaluation.
The role of evaluating your portfolio is a highly overlooked function. You not
only need to work in your business, but you need to work on your business.
What I mean by that is that you need to execute your plan (working in your
business) and evaluate results periodically and consider alternatives for
improvement (working on your business).
Some of the key things you will be evaluating with your management of the
Covered Call strategy include:
-

-

Are you executing the trades to the letter of your plan? Even if that is a
dynamic approach, are all other factors according to plan?
What is the correlation of broader market performance compared to your
results during that time frame?
How effective has your stock selection process been? That is, have those
stocks met your underlying expectations irrespective of strategy
performance?
What are your win to loss numbers? If you are unhappy with the skew,
can you define why and provide solutions on how to improve?
Losses will occur because of a few factors:
o Poor underlying selection; poor sold call option selection
o Market conditions not favorable
o Execution errors – trade placements
o Costs too high/Returns too low
o Poor operational statistics; average gain, average loss, wins to loss
If you adjust parameters in the Covered Call strategy, will it improve
results?
Do you have sufficient capital to be implementing this approach, whilst
having sound diversification and market exposure?
Do you need education to learn different techniques, or to improve your
understanding of the strategy?

There are many people successfully implementing the Covered Call strategy with
their investment capital, along with numerous Investment Funds. If you are
unhappy with your results, there will be a solution. You just need to define what
factors are affecting performance to adjust your plan.
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Terminology
For those who are new to the Covered Call, or even just Options, I thought it
might be handy to provide a list of key terms that we use. For beginners, this can
seem like another language. But stick with it, before you know it, you’ll be
speaking fluent ‘Options’!
•

Taker or Buyer: The person who buys option contracts

•

Writer or Seller: The person who sells option contracts

•

OTM: Out of The Money – an option contract where the strike price is
above (for calls) or below (for puts), the current market price for the
underlying. There is no Intrinsic Value to OTM options.

•

ATM: At The Money – an option contract where the strike price is at
the current market price for the underlying share.

•

NTM: Near The Money – an option contract where the strike price is
near the current market price for the underlying share. This could be
slightly above or below, but not sufficiently for the option to be
classified as OTM or ITM.

•

ITM: In The Money – an option contract where the strike price is
below (for calls) or above (for puts) the current market price for the
underlying. These contracts have Intrinsic Value.

•

Intrinsic Value: the component of an option contracts value when it
is ITM. The difference between the strike price of the option and the
current share price is considered its Intrinsic Value.

•

Time Value: the amount an options value exceeds its Intrinsic Value.
Therefore, Time value = option premium minus Intrinsic Value. OTM
options comprise solely of Time Value.

•

Time Decay: the way an option contract naturally loses value.

•

Strike Price: the price of the option contract at which shares will be
bought and sold. Is specified by the terms of the option contract.

•

Premium price: the value of an option contract, including intrinsic
and time values. This is the price the option is bought and sold at.

•

Bull: the term used to describe a trader who expects positive market
activity
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•

Bear: the term used to describe a trader who expects negative market
activity

•

Buy to Open: an option order to enter a position for an option Taker
(buyer)

•

Buy to Close: an option order to exit a position for an option Writer
(seller)

•

Sell to Open: an option order to enter a position for an option Writer
(seller)

•

Sell to Close: an option order to exit a position for an option Taker
(buyer)

•

Assignment: when an option seller is notified that the person who
bought the option has decided to exercise the contract.

•

Exercise: when the Taker (buyer) of an option invokes the right of an
options contract.

•

Volatility: the mathematical measure of stock price fluctuation over a
period of time.

•

Historical Volatility: a measurement of the actual movement of the
stock price over a specified period of time.

•

Implied Volatility: the amount of movement expected in the stock
price, given the current price of the options.

•

Margin: the amount of collateral or equity required to borrow money
for investing purposes.

•

Naked Options: options that are sold on securities when the seller
does not actually own shares
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SPECIAL BONUS
I applaud you for taking the time to read through my eBook
“Understanding the Covered Call”.
For some, this won’t have been an easy read. For many of you, it will have
provided some insight into the Covered Call strategy that you might not
have known, or considered. And that is the purpose of this eBook.
Having read this far, I want to give you a SPECIAL BONUS! Remember, Life
Rewards Action!

Receive a 50% discount on my Covered Call Strategy Course!
In this course, you will receive:
• The complete Covered Call Strategy Course,
• 6-months access to Covered Call Trade Recommendations
• Exclusive access to the Covered Call Course Facebook Group where
you can interact with other students
• Professional guidance and support for you to manage your
investment portfolio for yourself!
CLICK HERE or type the following web address and type in the code:
GROUP21
https://stockmarketempowerment.com/education/
It has been my pleasure to offer my insights into a strategy that so many
people find rewarding and exciting.
The markets offer so many opportunities. To succeed, you just need the
right tools, support, and guidance to take control.
All the best, and happy trading!

Matthew S Brown
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